Southern Electric Group

Front: "New" look on the Brighton line. '4Veg' 7312 passes Purley at the head
of the 0740 Brighton to Victoria train on 24 June 1978. The 'Veg' would have
been attached at Gatwick Airport. Like the majority of the units, the only conversion that 7912 has undergone so far is renumbering and application of cantrail
tape. Photograph by Bryan Rayner
Rear: Old look on the Brighton line. A '6Pul' unit features in a 1958 poster
that was displayed on South London hoardings. The direct approach, virtually
commanding people to go by train, is in contrast to modern railway advertising
which employs a more subtle, end visually attractive style, telling the public
why they will like to go by train.
Photograph from Editor's collection
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The Good Old Days
What a splendid summer it has been for nostalgia! While the London
Midland and Eastern Regions have been doing a roaring trade running steam
trains again the Southern has been doing its nostalgic bit too. As the 'Merchants' have not returned to Waterloo this has not received quite the same
level of publicity though.
Recently, the sight of packed suburban trains heading out of town,
bearing crowds pleasure bent, returned to the Southern. Hundreds of fans
made their way to a Bob Dylan concert near Fleet by train. Additional services had to be put on at the last minute, and return specials ran well into
the small hours of the next day. How many race meetings and Bank Holidays
have passed since this last happened? It is good to see that the Southern
has not lost its old touch, though without "a reliable man" posted to spot
trains' reporting numbers as they passed each important signal-box it was
not quite as it used to be.
More specialised nostalgia may be experienced by travellers in Kentish
local trains. Londoners who will miss a familiar sight from the capital's
streets come October can take to a '2Hap' trimmed with RT bus upholstery.
Perhaps, through half closed eyes, they will imagine themselves back on
the upper deck, as the train plunges into Sevenoaks Tunnel to emerge at
Heathrow bus station.
Above all it has been the summer of the queue. This favourite British
sport has seen a major revival, with many Americans entering the field.
People have been forming queues as never before, breaking records set up in
time of war as the queues got longer and longer. While most people were
queuing for an aeroplane, and not for a train, the Southern does have the
distinction that the biggest and best queue started on its premises!

More good things come next year, with locomotive-hauled passenger
trains on the Brighton line, and the revival of the "Sunny South Express".
Change at Brighton for Birmingham New Street and Manchester Piccadilly!
Even now the Southern's station announcers may be rehearsing the names
of long-forgotten stations strung across the Cheshire Plain, the old hands
making a note that these days one no longer announces connections for
Market Drayton and Birkenhead Woodside.
What may follow? Whether it be making money, or "making do",

there is no business like old business!
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Modelling Notes
Despite the disintegration of "Itchingfield" a year or so ago, the Group
does still have a small layout, "Westvale", constructed by Chris Totty a number
of years ago. Space and electricity supplies permitting, this accompanies the
Sales Stand to exhibitions, and will next be seen at the Syon Park Gala Day on
17th September and Croydon MRC Exhibition on 14th and 15th October.
"Westvale" is a N gauge layout, depicting a small country station
conveniently located between two tunnels! It does not incorporate third rails,
as it is not easy to "electrify" ready made track, particularly at N gauge. The
track itself is Peco Streamline, which has given excellent service.
Rolling stock used belongs to the Modelling Secretary, who looks after
the layout, and the nearest to Southern Electric is a '4TC' and non-push-pull
Crompton. (There is a Southern service that is regularly worked by '4TC ' and
class 33/0 - and it is not unknown for the 33/0 to propel now and then. For
this reason the service concerned had better remain anonymous!) The "Westvale" Crompton is converted from a commercially made class 27, and a couple
of these also operate on the layout, together with representatives of classes
03,31,35,47,42 and 50. "Wizzos" are banned due to clearance problems.
Coaching stock is Mk I green or blue and grey.
The service operated is extremely intensive compared with what one
might expect on a small country branch. The reason is explained by the notice
above the fiddle yard at the rear of the layout: "Keep the trains running!! The
public have not paid to see a static layout! "
Members wishing to see "Westvale" will be welcomed at either of the
events mentioned above, or can visit it 'at home'. Please phone the Modelling
Secretary, Richard Whithread, before calling though.
David Smith has written to point out that in his letter in "Live Rail" 41
regarding modelling conductor rails "code 90" should read "code 70". He wishes
to thank those members who got in touch with him having read his letter. The
North Downs Branch is planning a visit to Carshalton & Sutton MRC, and details
will be made available in due course.

Continuing with the subject of model conductor rails, a problem is
modelling the porcelain insulators on which the rails rest. A simple, but
effective, way of producing something reasonably acceptable in '00' scale is to
slightly flatten the head of a small dome-headed nail with a file, and then to
drive the nail through the sleeper end, leaving a small gap between the underside of the nail head and the sleeper surface. The nail head should then be
painted off-white. It will be necessary to fix the conductor rails to the
"insulators" with epoxy resin or some similar adhesive if plastic sleepers are
used.
With regard to actually using the conductor rail to supply power to model
trains Alan Merrells writes: "It is possible to have a live third rail and collector shoes in '00' or 'H0' gauge, and I have such an installation operating
(very reliably) on my short test track. It is not entirely without problems.
These chiefly concern clearances, and I think would manifest themselves on a
more extensive system. Bear in mind that this system of current collection
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was normal (or at least a popular alternative to centre third rail) in the days
before two rail was practicable. Electrically it has some advantages over two
rail, as well as one or two slight disadvantages. However, it may be that the

average modeller without much time, skill, patience etc (and in the long run
that could include me)
would find two rail simpler. To achieve reliability
with two rail models more wheels should collect current than just those on the

motor bogies".

It is, of course, important that the conductor rail should be in the
correct position. On the Southern this is 1ft 4in from conductor rail centre to
the inside edge of the running rail, the top surface of the conductor rail being

3 inches above that of the running rail. No doubt this is all expressed in
millimetres these days.
Two new products worth noting are a class 74 kit from Modern Traction

Kits (though this is reported to be not wholly accurate) and 4mm scale castings
of Eastleigh EMU front ends, including buffers, which are available at 81p per
pair from Chris Leigh, 46 Meadow Way, Old Windsor, Berkshire.
Finally, we remind modellers that the modelling content of "Live Rail"
depends largely on the quantity of material submitted. Notes, information etc
should be sent to the Modelling Secretary.

Book Review
"SOUTHERN REGION TWO-CHARACTER HEADCODES" compiled by

G.D. Beecroft & B.W. Rayner, published by SEG, and available from SEG
sales at 30p plus 5p towards post and packing
It is two years since this publication last appeared in print, so the fourth
edition of the Headcode Guide, which has been completely revised, is more than
welcome. For the first time lithographic printing has been used, and the
reduced page size allows the guide to be carried in a jacket pocket.
The basic layout is similar to the previous edition; a comprehensive
introduction is followed by lists of passenger and freight headcodes, but the

content has changed dramatically. The new Central Division timetable, with its
revised headcodes has meant that strange codes have appeared throughout east
Surrey and Sussex. This major upheaval is now made a little clearer, though
it still seems odd to see South London Line trains sporting headcode " 9 0 " .

As usual, any revisions to the Guide will appear in "Live Rail" as and
when they occur. At 30p the book still represents excellent value for its 32
pages, including cover, but it would have been more desirable for a pocket-

sized book to have a stouter cover to prevent damage. However, this minor
point should not deter potential purchasers.

With reference to the review of "The Tattenham Comer Branch" in "Live Rail"
43, Nicholas Owen has written to point out that the book does, in fact, mention
that 35 specials conveyed between 14,000 and 15,000 passengers to Tattenham

Comer on the opening day. The Editor and Reviewer apologise for incorrectly
stating that this fact was omitted.
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The "Marchwood Volunteer"
The day started with various members of the SEG Committee, bearing
headboards, itineraries, and sales stock, seeing the empty " 3 D ' units, 1306
and 1313, racing through East Croydon and Crystal Palace instead of making

the booked stops to pick them up

The units proceeded without them towards

the queue of gricers stretching across the concourse opposite Waterloo's
platform 15.

The tour set off promptly at 08 18 bearing headcode '48', and after a
brisk start picked up more passengers at Guildford and at Havant. The first
section of 'grice ' for some of the 230 passengers on board was the line from
Farlington Junction to Cosham, where our train preceded the weekly Brighton
to Exeter train - the only regular passenger train over this section.

We paused at Fareham to take up a leading railwoman, whilst repelling
"normal passengers", and reversed down the Gosport line to its present limit,
Bedenham siding. Owing to an industrial dispute at the Royal Naval Armaments Depot, Gosport, the tour was unable to reverse up the Navy line to Elson
Gate as booked, but it did get to within a few feet of the buffers at the end of

the headshunt towards Gosport. A number of people set off to walk further
towards Gosport, and found the platforms still in situ at Fort Brockhurst, and
the station building occupied. The whole of the lifted section is a footpath,
part having been adapted by Gosport District Council specially for this purpose.
Several placards attached to trees down the branch invited Sir Peter Parker to
return Gosport to the Inter-City network.
The train proceeded back to Fareham and on to Hamble, where a
reversal was again required to gain access to the siding leading across Hamble

airfield to the BP oil refinery. A photographic stop was made at the far side of
the airfield, opposite the College of Air Training where we were greeted by a
number of overseas students. Our train then returned to the main line and
continued through Southampton to Totton, and on to the Fawley branch, initially
going as far as Marchwood.
Here the tour diverged onto the Marchwood Military Railway via the
exchange sidings and carried on to Port Gate Platform. The visit of the tour
coincided with an 'Open Day' at Marchwood Military Port, so in addition to the
operation of the Military Railway's steam locomotive No 92 "Waggoner" (an
0 - 6 - 0 S T , Hunslet No 3792, built 1953), there were attractions such as a
Landing Ship Logistic, a freighter, a miniature railway, and refreshments

Having returned from Port Gate Platform to British Railways tracks at
Marchwood, the tour proceeded to Fawley ground frame. The line on into
Fawley station, closed to passengers in 1966, was last visited by a special
train in April, and its site is now earmarked for development.
Returning past the only hand-generator operated point on the Southern
Region, at Frost Lane passing loop, the tour continued back to Redbridge,

where the Totton Station Manager disembarked, and the train reversed to take
the Andover line as far as Romsey.
At Romsey the train made its final reversal and, a unique feature of the
tour, a lawnmower was collected and, in the presence of "official" photograph133

ers, loaded into the van of unit 1306. We hope that the Modelling Secretary's
lawn is now nice and neat! Supplies of home-made cakes were also picked up,
but did not survive back to Waterloo!
The 7¼ mile line thence to Eastleigh, now singled, sees a regular
passenger service only on Summer Saturdays, but was constructed to main
line standards. We continued via the down local platform at Eastleigh, past
the locomotive works, and the roadstone terminal at Botley, to reach Fareham.

From here we retraced our tracks through Havant and Guildford to reach Waterloo's platform 13 on time at 1938.
The two headboards of the organising societies removed, and our farewells
said to Inspector Taylor who had accompanied the train all day, we departed

leaving the ' 3 D ' units to return to Tunbridge Wells West for more mundane
duties on the Oxted line.
It remains for me to thank, on behalf of all participants, all those
concerned with the organisation of the railtour, both in the SEG and the RCTS,
and in British Rail, without whom the tour would not have been possible.

Members' Queries
"Brighton Belle" Formations: R.F. Corley has drawn attention to the fact
that in the BR publicity photographs of '5 Bel ' unit 3052, taken after it was

refurbished,car 284 "Vera" is marshalled adjacent to motor coach 290. This
does not agree with the unit's recorded formations before or after refurbishment,
so what happened?
The probable answer is that publicity photographs may have been required

before a complete unit was ready to be out-shopped. For the benefit of photographers such refurbished vehicles as were available may have been put
together anyhow, and returned to works for the correct formation of the unit.

Publicity photographs always have tended to be "fudged". The LSWR
"Ironclad" coaches were designed to run with their corridors all on the same
side of the train, yet the official photograph of an "Ironclad" train had two
coaches one way round, three coaches the other way round, and a collection

of rather older vehicles at the back of the train. More recently, when '4Vep'
units were introduced on the South Eastern Division a special leaflet was
produced for passengers. This had several 'Vep ' interior views, but a photograph of a '4Cig' exterior. The 'Cig' had had its unit number retouched, by
making a 3 into an 8, so that it was in the 'Vep ' number series.
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Photo Spot
If you can see it, you can photograph it. However, if there's little light
about your camera may need some help to get a good picture.
With winter and the closing date for the photographic competition drawing
closer, photographically inclined members might like to try some night time
shots. I hope that this article gives enough information to encourage anyone
who has not taken time exposures to have a go. The great attractions of such
photographs are that it does not matter what the weather is like, provided you
keep the camera dry, and the colours obtained are almost always striking - if
rarely accurate!
You will need a camera with a 'B' shutter setting, a tripod (not too heavy
as It has to be carried about) and a cable release. Any film will do - I find
Kodachrome 64 and Agfa CT18 very satisfactory.
The subject of the photograph must be stationary, because a long exposure is needed. This normally means station shots, where there is usually a
good supply of artificial light. Trains are rather dark, and track and running
gear very dark, so do not try close up shots of locomotives. Include little track
and a fair amount of bright background in the picture. Illuminated advertisements, floodlit buildings, tower blocks with the lights on, and any thing glowing
add interest. Passenger trains look well with lights in the windows. Since the
subject is static you have time to select a good viewpoint. If required,
discreetly adjust the positions of BRUTES and movable clutter to allow an
unobstructed view of the locomotive and first two or three coaches.
Avoid crowds of people and heavily used walking routes in front of the
camera. Any vibration spoils the result so try not to set up your equipment on
bridges or wooden platforms unless you are sure that nothing will pass during the
exposure.
At the levels of illumination you are likely to meet 95% of exposure meters
are useless, but quite satisfactory results can be obtained with guess
supplemented by experience. Assuming that the sky Is dark, use the following
trial exposures:
Train inside brightly lit station with fluorescent lights, eg Paddington, 30
seconds at f8.
Train standing at a platform in an average main line station, directly lit by
platform lighting, 30 seconds at f5.6. Brighton, Crewe, London Victoria and
many others produce good results with this exposure.
Train two or three roads away from the platform line, illuminated by platform
lighting, try 30 seconds at f2.8. This should bring out detail of running gear.
When actually making the exposure, accuracy in timing is not important.
30±5 seconds is a variation of 16%, which is quite undetectable in the result.
Therefore, timing by a watch with a second hand is fine, and if the subject starts
to move or is obstructed by something towards the end of the exposure, just give
up early. Do not worry about one or two people walking across the picture with-

out stopping, they leave no trace, but beware of moving light sources. In particular, torches produce wiggly lines that can be most annoying in the wrong place.
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If you see someone approaching with a torch or hand-lamp cover the camera lens
with the lens cap, while continuing to hold the shutter open, and continue the
exposure after the light source has passed. Of course, if you want moving lights,
guaranteeing how the result will come out is rather difficult!
When out at night, keep an eye open for reflections. Light reflected on a
clean or wet train, or in puddles, looks well in time exposures. Lying snow
greatly improves pictures, lightening the track, an otherwise very dark part of the
picture, and increasing the general level of illumination. Use the same camera
setting and exposure time as normal.
In 1977 first place in the SEG photographic competition was given to a
night shot - why not have a go yourself?

"Live Rail" Competition
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Riots of
Autumn Leaves
One of the most basic technical advantages which railways have over
other modes of transport is the high coefficient of adhesion inherent in the

"steel wheel on steel rail" combination. Moreover, the weight of the vehicle
applied through the relatively small area of rail/wheel contact means that any
detritus on the rail surface will be rapidly destroyed or displaced to one side,
thus permitting maximum adhesion under almost all circumstances.
That is to say, almost, but not quite all, circumstances, for there remains the problem of wheelslip on (usually) greasy rails. On modern locomotives this can be overcome by advanced electronic anti-wheelslip devices,
as fitted (for example) to the BR class 50 diesel. Older and lighter designs,
of which the Southern's class 33 is an example, are however prone to slipping
under greasy rail conditions, and the lighter still (in terms of adhesive weight
on driving axles) multiple units are even more susceptible. On locomotives
fitted with conventional sanding gear, of course, the problem is lessened but
not completely eliminated.
One of the most surprising, and surprisingly serious, causes of rail
surfaces becoming slippery is the effect of fallen leaves on the line. This,
obviously, is a seasonal problem, but significant enough nonetheless for
considerable efforts to have been devoted to overcoming it. It was admirably
summed up in a leaflet issued to travellers on the Marylebone - Amersham Aylesbury line in October 1974:
"After the passage of one train the leaves are crushed to a pulp which,
in certain weather conditions only, produces an extremely slippery
film which is deposited on the running surface of the rail. This causes
subsequent trains to lose time or in bad cases even stall, through lack
of adhesion and consequent excessive wheel slip. The leaves by themselves are not entirely responsible as on dry slopes or during heavy
rain there is no effect on running, but crushed leaves in conjunction
with dew, damp or drizzle give rise to the operating difficulties
described above."
Appreciation of the serious nature of the problem by railway management must have come to a head during the mid 1960s, as at about that time
experiments began on ways of improving adhesion. Trials were carried out in
1968 and 1969 with a dc arc plasma generator (known as a plasma torch)
carried by a specially equipped train. Southern Region sites were, apparently,
among those where tests took place, though no details have been published.
It appears, however, that the plasma torch was not found a success on the SR,
possibly it interfered with traction or signalling supplies, although an adapted
DMU (DB975018/19) still runs from Derby Research Centre over various
electrified lines in the Sheffield Division.
Other possible methods of improving adhesion during the autumn
"falling leaves" season, cited in the 1974 Marylebone - Aylesbury line
leaflet, were:-

Steel brushes fitted to the train
Train spreading detergent
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Rail grinding train
Sanding gear and various solutions and pastes (these had some
benefit, but interfered with signalling circuits)
London Transport has also operated a rail cleaning train on the Amersham
and Chesham lines, which incorporated a notched collector shoe, held in
position by compressed air, sliding along the running rail.
Alleviating the problem by felling trees in the vicinity of susceptible
sections of line may appear an attractive solution, but quite apart from
environmental objections, many trees perform an essential function in that
their roots help to maintain the stability of embankments and cuttings. A
possibility which has evidently not been considered would be to replace deciduous trees with those of the coniferous sort, thereby reducing the frequency of
leaf fall. Investigation into the species of leaf which causes the greatest
problem might also be a worthwhile possibility in the longer term, so that
selective felling could be carried out.
In 1972 the Southern Region began experiments using the concept of the
water cannon. De-icing unit 003 was specially modified at Chart Leacon, being
equipped with water tanks and a pumping system capable of delivering water
at high velocity through nozzles directed at the top surface of the running rails.
Trial trips were carried out on one of the South Eastern Division's most
notoriously affected sections of line, between Dover and Shepherd's Well,
using 003 in multiple with a class 73 electro-diesel locomotive, and were a
resounding success. The number of cases of wheel-slip dropped dramatically,
and it was decided to extend the concept to other affected routes.
Therefore, in the summer of 1973, work was carried out on the other two
more recently converted de-icing units, numbers 001 and 002, to equip them
similarly to 003 for water cannon work. That autumn they were used between
Guildford and Haslemere, Ascot and Aldershot, on the Guildford New Line, on
the Oxted line, between Chart Leacon, Dover and Faversham, and between
Chart Leacon, Redhill and Guildford. It will be noted that on the Central Division they were used solely on non-electrified routes, and were therefore
powered by diesel locomotives, and not electro-diesels.
Results in all cases were if not dramatic then certainly a marked
improvement on previous performance. Most noteworthy was the difference

between days when the water cannon trips had run, and those when for one
reason or another a trip had to be cancelled. It was invariably on the latter
days that heavily loaded east-bound stone trains would stall on Gomshall bank,
never after the leaves had been cleared from the line.
When the first of the latest batch of de-icing units, 004, emerged from
Selhurst in 1977, it had also been equipped for water cannon duties, and so
four workings operated in October and November 1977.
Unit 001 and a class 73 were allocated to the South Western Division
and ran from Guildford to Haslemere, Surbiton via Cobham, and Ascot via
Aldershot, on Mondays to Fridays only.
002 was the Oxted line unit, based at Selhurst, and its week
commenced with a Sunday afternoon sortie to East Grinstead and back. There

were then three return trips on Mondays to Fridays to Oxted, East Grinstead
and/or Uckfield.
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TYPICAL WATER CANNON SCHEDULES. 1977

Due to limitations of space, only principal times are quoted. Unless indicated
otherwise timings apply Monday to Friday (Monday to Saturday on South Eastern
Division).

Chart Leacon 1712, Ashford 1717-1721, Maidstone East 1751-1825, Otford Jn
1857, Swanley 1914-1920, Otford Jn 1944, Maidstone East 2006-2011,
Ashford 2044-2112, Maidstone East 2142-2211, Ashford 2245-2249, Chart
Leacon 2254

Dover Priory 1243, Canterbury East 1332-1349, Faversham 1413-1458,
Canterbury East 1522-1608, Dover Marine 1703
Chart Leacon 2110, Tonbridge 2150-2202, Redhill 2258-2308, Guildford 00230035, Redhill 0132-0142, GuiIdford 0257-0308, Redhill 0405-0630, Tonbridge
0736-0746, Chart Leacon 0824

Sunday: Selhurst Depot 1642, Selhurst 1647-1651, South Croydon 1659, Oxted
1730, East Grinstead 1758-1811, Oxted1830, South Croydon 1858, Selhurst
1904-1907, Selhurst Depot 1912
Selhurst Depot 0340, Selhurst 0345-0347, South Croydon 0354, Oxted 04450515, South Croydon 0559, Norwood Jn 0610-0612, Selhurst Depot 0620

Selhurst Depot 0942, Selhurst 0947-0951, South Croydon 0958, Oxted 1030,
East Grinstead 1100-1110, Oxted 1138-1220, Eridge 1254, Uckfield 1320-1332,
Eridge 1356, Oxted 1436, South Croydon 1510, East Croydon 1513-1525,
Norwood Jn 1532-1534, Selhurst Depot 1540

Selhurst Depot 1942, Selhurst 1947-1951, South Croydon 1957, Oxted 2012,
Eridge 2042, Uckfield 2105-21 32, Eridge 2156, Oxted 2229, South Croydon
2248, Norwood Jn 2256-2302, Selhurst Depot 2310
Guildford 0235, HasIemere 0315-0320, Guildford 0345, Effingham Jn 0356,
Surbiton 0418-0422, Woking 0434, Aldershot 0449-0453, Frimley Jn 0501,
Ascot 0527-0531, Frimley Jn 0554, Aldershot 0602-0606, Guildford 0520

Guildford 0933, Haslemere 1007-1012, Guildford 1035, Effingham Jn 1046,
Surbiton 1115-1118, Woking Jn 1133, Ash Vale 1145-1150, Aldershot 11551213, Frimley Jn 1221, Ascot 1247-1251, Frimley Jn 1315, Aldershot 13241330, Guildford 1344

Guildford 1433, Haslemere 1507-1512, Guildford 1535-1554, Aldershot 16071613, Frimley Jn 1621, Ascot 1648-1653, Frimley Jn 1717, Aldershot 1727-

1733, Guildford 1747
Guildford 1932, Effingham Jn 1943, Surbiton 2015-2018, Brookwood 2035,
Aldershot 2047-2050, Frimley Jn 2058, Ascot 2112-2124, Frimley Jn 2148,
Aldershot 2158-2204, Guildford 2218-2234, Haslemere 2309-2313, Guildford .
2335
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003 was based at Chart Leacon, and each night from Sunday to Friday
it ran to Guildford and back, whilst its daytime excursions (Monday to Saturday) were confined to the Maidstone East line.
Finally, 004 was based at Dover and worked daily over the line to
Faversham.
Examples of the schedules operated appear as illustrations to this
article. Similar itineraries will, no doubt, be programmed for 1978 and
subsequent seasons, during the operational period of six weeks or so.
Acknowledgement is made to Gregory Beecroft for supplying information
regarding plasma torch experiments, and the Aylesbury line. Further details
of plasma torch technology in this context may be found in "Modem Railways"
for October 1970 (p448).

The First Generation of Southern
Electric Main Line Stock
3 THE '2NOL' UNITS

After the completion of the Brighton scheme stock no further main line
units appeared until the end of 1934, when the first of the '2Nol' units were
produced. The first batch, numbered 1813-62, was completed between November 1934 and March 1935, and the units started their working life on the
South Coast, where they replaced the LSWR suburban units which had been
working the Brighton - West Worthing service, and operated local services in
the Brighton/Haywards Heath - Lewes - Eastbourne - Hastings area.
The units' bodywork was of LSWR origin, altered at Eastleigh and
mounted on standard 6 2 f t Lancing-built underframes. A second batch of units,
1853-82, appeared early in 1936, and a third and final batch, 1883-90, went

into service between July and September 1936. 1863-82 were for the Windsor
line and replaced suburban units; 1883-90 were for the Staines - Chertsey -

Weybridge electrification. There were few differences between the batches.
In 1813-62 motors and electrical gear were by Metropolitan-Vickers; in 1863-

1890 by English Electric. 1813-82 had all-electric control gear and 1883-90
had electro-pneumatic control gear. 1813-62 were fitted with English
Electric motors in later years. The traction motors were the standard suburban type; type 339 totally enclosed, 275 hp, two to a motor bogie, and one

motor bogie to a motor coach. There were minor detail differences in body
finish. 1813-62/83-90 had narrow skirting boards at the lower edge of the
bodyside panelling.
The motor coaches of 1813-90 originally had 7½ compartments, the
coupe being next to the guards van, and tared 42 tons, except 9781-88 which
tared 43 tons. The driving trailers were arranged internally: cab, 6 third
class compartments and 3 first class. These tared 29 tons, except 9912-39
which tared 30 tons. Unit formations are shown in table 1. Overall length
of all units was 129ft 3 in.
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Table 1: '2Nol' units, original formations

Unit

MBTh DTC

Unit

MBTh DTC

Unit

MBTh DTC

1813

9861
9862
9863
9854
9865
9866
9867
9868
9869
9870
9871
9872
9373
9874
9875
9876
9877
9878
9879
9880
9881
9882
9883
9884
9885
9886

1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847

9887
9888
9889
9890
9891
9892
9893
9894
9895
9896
9897
9898
9899
9900
9901
9902
9903
9904
9905
9906
9907
9908
9909
9910
8595
8597

1865
1865
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1833
1884
1885
1885
1887
1888
1889
1890

8598
8599
8600
8501
8602
8603
8504
8505
8606
8607
8608
8609
8610
8611
8612
8613
8614
8615
9781
9782
9783
9784
9785
9786
9787
9788

1814
1815
1816
1817
1818
1819
1820
1821
1822
1823
1824
1825
1826
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838

9940
9941
9942
9943
9944
9945
9946
9947
9948
9949
9950
9964
9965
9963
9962
9961
9966
9967
9968
9969
9970
9971
9972
9973
9974
9975

1848
1849

1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864

9976
9977
9978
9979
9980
9981

9982
9983
9984

9985
9986
9987
9988
9989
9990
9991
9992
9993
9994
9995
9996
9997
9998
9999
9920
9921

9922
9923
9924
9925
9926
9927
9928
9929
9930
9931
9932
9933
9934
9935
9936
9937
9938
9939
9913
9914
9915

9916
9917
9918
9912
9919

The underframe order numbers for the 'Nol' units were:
9861-9910
9940-50/61-99

8596-8615
9920-39
9781-88
9912-19

order
order
order
order
order
order

number
number
number
number
number
number

4151

(60 in batch)
(55 in batch)
5369 (20 in batch)
5372 (20 in batch)
5955 (8 in batch)
5959 (8 in batch)
4373

Orders 4151 and 4373 appear to have included ten motor and five trailer frames
for suburban units 1595-99 which were built at that time.

The '2Nol' motor coach bodies were adapted from the bodies of 48ft
bogie thirds built between 1895 and 1902. The majority of the trailer composites,
were assembled from six compartments of a 48ft bogie third and three compartments of a 46ft bogie first, originally built circa 1895 - 1900. The third class
portions of 9912/13 were made from a pair of five-compartment bogie brake
thirds, 2667 and 2677 respectively. Origins of individual 'Nol' vehicles are
enumerated in table 2. Vehicles numbered below 1000 were thirds, and 70xx
and 71xx series were firsts. It will be noted that most firsts were used to
make two 'Nol' trailers.
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Table 2: '2Nol' vehicle body origins
'2Nol' vehicles are listed here with the steam vehicles whose bodies were
used in their construction listed to their right.

Motor coaches

8596
8597
8598
8599
8600
8601
8602
8603
8604
8605
8606
8607
8608
8609
8610
8611

372
453
177
481
456
488
478
462
495
501
519
429
275

283
460
298

8612
8613
8614
8615
9781
9782
9783
9784
9785
9786
9787

379
261
492
517
349
229
452
300
319
189
322

9788 493

9861 444
9862 454
9863 527

9864 262

9865
9856
9867
9868
9869
9870
9871
9872
9873
9874
9875
9876
9877
9878

455
450
499
251
220
202
385
195
414
200
264
167
443
398

9879 276
9880 281

9881
9882
9883
9884
9885
9386
9887
9888
9889
9890
9891
9892
9893
9894
9895

209
289
523
308
273
357
210
287
367
370
464
466
539
427

511

9896 346
9897 531
9893 183
9899 489

9900
9901
9902
9903
9904
9905
9906
9907
9908
9909
9910

413
238
532
227
416
430
335
182
409
468
406

Trailer coaches

2667/7120
2677/7136
534/7136
473/7122
9916 325/7122
9917 312/7133

9912
9913
9914
9915

9918 437/7133
9919 497/7120
9920 518/7095
9921 271/7095
9922 389/7149
9923 174/7149
9924 359/7102
9925 514/7102
9926 216/7097
9927 254/7097
9928 294/7140
9929 296/7140,
9930 336/7125
9931 295/7125

9932 168/7100
9933 505/7100
9934 410/7130
9935 171/7130
9936 472/7146
9937 516/7146
9938 421/7124
9939 282/7124
9940 540/7145
9941 522/7145
9942 258/7153
9943 240/7153
9944 374/7089
9945 470/7089
9946 203/7144
9947 224/7144
9948 375/7109
9949 255/7109
9950 196/7094
9961 434/7108

9962
9963
9964
9965
9966
9967
9968
9969
9970
9971
9972
9973
9974
9975
9976
9977
9978
9979
9980

333/7108
332/7128
285/7128

380/7155

504/7155
491/7105
270/7105
482/7106
529/7106
338/7111
537/7111
525/7096
179/7096
385/7121
337/7121
503/7098
376/7098
342/7094
369/7091

9981
9982
9983
9984
9985
9986
9987
9988
9989
9990
9991
9992
9993
9994
9995
9996
9997
9998
9999

388/7091

412/7143
286/7143

535/7110

436/7110
151/7151
358/7151
252/7092
241/7092
413/7107
396/7107
419/7132
542/7132
378/7138
471/7138
392/7099
311/7099
461/7104
341/7104

Units 1847-90 were derated to all third class on 6th October 1941 and
ran on London suburban services. 1847-50 were mainly confined to the Eastern
section, and 1851-90 to the Waterloo - Windsor/Weybridge services. First class
was restored to 1847-50 in November 1948 and in December 1948 they were
reallocated to main line duties, chiefly outside the London area. Some other

'Nol' units ran in various suburban services from time to time, and for a while
about 1946-49 , when there was a severe shortage of traction equipment, some
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of them were de-motored and run as two-coach trailer sets, the 'Nol ' equipment
being used to keep 'Sub's running. The 'Nol's were not used on the Windsor
and Weybridge lines at this time, '4Sub' units being used instead.
Of the 78 '2Nol' units several were affected by war damage or
accidents. Driving trailer 9961 of 1828 was war damaged at Fratton in June
1941 and written off. Motor coach 9876 of 1828 was transferred to suburban
unit 1799, ending its days in '4Sub' 4254 which was withdrawn in February
1956. However, its underframe was rebuilt and fitted with a new all-steel
'EPB' suburban body. Unit 1855 was involved in a blackout collision at
Staines in November 1941. Trailer 9992 was scrapped and motor coach 9903
was transferred to 'Sub' 1679, which later became '4Sub ' 4521.
1819 collided with a light engine at Eastbourne in January 1951, and
1838 apparently had an accident in the same year. Coaches 9885 and 9946 of
these units were broken up, and 9867 and 9975 were reformed as unit 1819. The
underframe of 9886 was stored, with other slightly damaged frames, on a siding
at Horsted Keynes for about six years, after which it was sent to Lancing for
reconditioning and then to Eastleigh for use in the '4EPB ' programme.
1853 was the leading unit in the Barnes collision in December 1955.
9990 was completely destroyed and 9901 was afterwards broken up in Barnes
goods yard. 1815 collided with a steam engine at Hastings in May 1957, coach
9863 being wrecked and subsequently broken up. It was replaced by 8605 from
unit 1872. Units 1819 and 1833 were withdrawn after a collision at Lovers Walk
in June 1958.
In most of the 'Nol' units the coupe third class compartment was
eventually incorporated into the guard's van. The "South Coast" units,
1813-27/29-46 were altered in 1943 and 1944. London area units altered were
1851-54/56-63/70-72/74-77/79-82 between 1944 and January 1950. No units
were altered after that.
Four London area 'Nol's, 1870/71/77/78, were withdrawn in June and
July 1956 and their underframes used for '4EPB ' stock. This left a total of 70
units; 34 in the London area and 36 on the South Coast. The rest of the London
area units were withdrawn between April 1957 and January 1958, together with
two coastal units, and the underframes used for '2Hap' units 5601-5636. The
rest of the coastal units were scheduled for withdrawal in 1958, but for various
reasons most of them survived until 1959, mainly on London suburban services.
Following withdrawal their underframes were used for '2EPB ' units 5651-5684.
These, like their forebears, were intended for the Windsor line, but spent less
and less time on it, particularly since the substitution of BR '2Sap' units.

It is worth noting that the Windsor 'Nol's were taken off the Windsor
lines three times in their career; in 1946 as mentioned above; in 1952 while
they were fitted with brake compressor failure safety devices; and in 1956, a

year or so before final withdrawal.
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES
Units reallocated: 1104 SE; 7104 RE and 7153 Bl from 7 to 20 Aug only for
passenger evaluation trials with 7153 on Gatwick services; 7731 BM, then returned to Bl, in connection with SWD stock shortages. Units fitted with BR AWS
equipment: 5111/16/25/30,7783,7906. '4Veg' units fitted with luggage racks
(date of out-shopping from Selhurst in brackets): 7902 (22 July), 7903 (19 June).
Seats removed from 'Veg's are being stored at Slade Green.
Temporary reformations (in addition to those listed in LR43, which still apply)
4655
5729

11370 8935 12395 10873 (4632)
11405 (5203) 77528

The formation of 5729 is noteworthy in being a Bulleid motor coach and BR
driving trailer. Units 4632 and 5203 are out of service. Hastings DEMUs undergo constant reformation, in order to keep as many units in service as possible.
At present unit 1031 is running with buffet car 60754 (1034) in place of TS 60551,
which is stored at St Leonards. The rest of 1034 is at Eastleigh Works, 1033 is
running with the motor coaches from 1005. Things should improve next year when
four ' 3 R ' units will be disbanded and a "new" ' 6 S ' unit formed, leaving two
spare motor coaches. The other two ' 3 R ' s will cover ' 3 H ' duties while these
units are being refurbished, and most Tonbridge-Reading services will be
worked by Western Region class 117 DMMUs.
In July locomotives 71002/05-08/12 were offered for sale, inoperable.
71001 is being restored at its birthplace, Doncaster Works, for display in the
National Railway Museum. It was moved there on 23 June via Temple Mills in
the company of steam engine 30777 "Sir Lamiel", which was taken on to Hull
for restoration. Three class 71s remained at Hither Green at the end of July.
De-icing units 007 and 008 are undergoing conversion at Selhurst from "Sub '
motor coaches 10993/12659 and 10994/12658 respectively. These are from units
4127 (10993/94) and 4604 (12658/59). The new deicers' cabs are rebuilt to
resemble the Bulleid EPB design. EPB type waist level air coupling hoses and
control cables are provided, but the heavy non-retractable buffers are retained
and buck-eye couplers not fitted. Electrically, cab equipment is basically of
the 1963 type with a new master controller, but the switchgear is the original
1936 ep contactor equipment modified, by the removal of the train-line relays
and rewiring, so as to make, in effect, the equivalent of 1951 equipment but,
apparently, without weak field. The motor generator is mounted inside one of
the coaches for greater accessibility and to give greater protection from dirt and
the elements. As with the 1967 de-icers, all de-icing equipment is mounted in
one vehicle. Units are gangwayed internally by means of a rubber gangway
mounted on one coach.
Due to a shortage of seat upholstery, or trimming, a quantity of moquette
has been purchased from London Transport. This is of the type used on RT buses
and has, so far, been used in '2Hap' units 6151/68.

'4Rep ' buffet car 69325, "The Winchester", has had its bar name sign removed, and replaced by an advertisement for Travellers Fare wine which is several
sizes too small for the frame. The car is also adorned internally with "Welcome
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Buffet" stickers.

The Southern's second batch of new suburban stock is scheduled for delivery
in 1982. The 'Cep ' refurbishment programme provides for the number of coaches
to be dealt with annually to be: 1979 130, 1980 180, 1981 180, 1982 28.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

Large numbers of unusual workings have resulted from stock shortages.
Ramsgate depot cannot be so liberal with the loan of 'Cep's during the summer
months, resulting in greater local improvisation!
The 1738 Waterloo to Alton produced a variety of units in place of the booked
'Vep's during June; '4Cig' 7308, a Brighton unit, on 1 June; 'Vep/Big/Cig '
7805/7052/7339 on 5 June and a similar rake, 7704/7385/7056 next day. '4Big'
7052 was back on 14 June, and things culminated with '8Big/4Vep' 7056/7057/

7765 on 28 June. On 15 June a train thought to be the 0810 Basingstoke to
Waterloo was formed '8Cep' 7153/7211. Oddities on the Portsmouth line have
included '4Big' only on the 1629 from Waterloo on 5 July and '4Cig/2Sap' on
the 0922 from Waterloo on 21 July. On 8 Aug the 11 20 from Waterloo was
'4Sap/4Big' and the 1205 from Portsmouth was '8Big'. Despite the main
line stock shortage, 'Vep's and 'Cig's continue to find themselves on suburban

services, as for example 7414 on the 0735 from Chessington on 31 July.
Things have been little better on the Central Division, with '4Veg' units

appearing on services other than Victoria - Gatwick, and frequently at Horsham.
On 7 July the 1522 Bognor to Victoria was worked by '8Veg/4Cig' 7907/7903/
7337, and on 2 Aug 7911 was included in the formation of the 0640 Littlehampton

to London Bridge. '8Sub' was noted at Redhill on 26 June, and is believed to
have been working the 1839 from Reigate. On 30 June the 1835 Victoria to
Horsham was also formed '8Sub', due to stock shortage.
Prior to the introduction of the ' 6 S ' diagram both ' 3 R ' and Eastleigh ' 3 H '
units appeared on the Oxted line. ' 3 R ' 1203 worked the 1728 Victoria to Uckfield on 6 June and the 16 17 London Bridge to East Grinstead on 23 June. The
16 17 had been worked by 1201 on 19 June. Eastleigh units 1105 and 1127 have

been much in evidence, and on 22 June Eastleigh '2H' worked 1406 ECS
Brighton to Victoria, 16 13 mails to Redhill and then took up Tonbridge - Reading
line duties. Another noteworthy visitor to the Oxted line, during the week commencing 17 July, was buffet car S1766 in one of the loco-hauled rakes. Despite
the ' 3 D ' shortage, a ' 6 D ' formation was working on the Ashford - Hastings line
on 28 July.
' 4 V e p ' s have been in use on SED boat trains quite regularly, though 'Cep's

appear on less important services. On 4 June the 19 18 Charing Cross to Dartford was worked by 'Vep/Cep' 7879/7167, and on 18 June '8Vep' 7858/7864
formed the 20 10 Dartford to Charing Cross.
Interesting locomotive workings have included 31 107/117 double heading
the 1428 Exeter to Waterloo and 1900 return on 7 June, and the appearance of
33/2s on the Clapham Junction - Kensington Olympia service. 33208 worked

the morning service on 26 June, and 33206 was used on 12 July.
Stock on display at Selhurst Depot 'Open Day ' on 18 June included Great
Northern suburban unit 313005, which had been loco-hauled from Hornsey. ' 3 D '
unit 1313 worked a shuttle service between Norwood gullet and the paint shop.
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On 15 July vast numbers of people went by train to Fleet for a Bob Dylan
concert at Blackbushe Airfield. Thirteen relief trains, formed '8EPB ' were
booked from Waterloo between 0654 and 1224. All were completely full, and
extra services had to be improvised; at least one '12EPB' formation being
noted. Stock was stabled at Basingstoke, some trains being placed in nonelectrified sidings by a class 33/1. Extra trains were run between Reading and
Basingstoke, formed of class 117 DMMUs, except the 0356 from Reading which
was worked by '3H/3D' 1110/1306. The 06 15 from Exeter to Waterloo was
strengthened, and double headed by two 33s, and ' 4 T C ' 424 and a 33/1 were in
use on the Reading - Salisbury service. Eighteen return specials ran from
Fleet to Waterloo between 2308 and 0302 next morning. The 0002 Waterloo to
Guildford was extended to Portsmouth, and the 2346 to Southampton ran to
Bournemouth. Four extra trains ran from Basingstoke to Reading, the last at
01 30. Many fans did not get all the way home though, and spent the night
camped on the concourse at Waterloo, with the "Drum" buffet kept open specially.
Bob Dylan also travelled to the concert by special train, formed '4Cig', at
1600 from Waterloo to Fleet, and 2330 return from Camberley.
The usual inter-divisional and inter-regional excursions to South Coast
resorts have been run in great profusion. Most internal Southern excursions
have been formed '8Vep' or 'ECBC', though 'Cig's tend to be used on trips
from the Reading and Windsor lines. Virtually all excursions from other regions
have been hauled by class 47s. On 22 July '6D ' 1306/1313 worked the SEG/
RCTS "Marchwood Volunteer" railtour, and next day '8Sub' 4619/4664 was the
stand by train at Twickenham to form a relief, if required, in connection with
the "International Watchtower Convention". 'Sub's are not normally used on
the SWD on Sundays.
On 4 July de-icer 006 ran a test trip from Selhurst, being noted passing East
Croydon on the Down Through line at 11 00.

On Sundays throughout July the line was blocked for engineering works between Reading and Earley or Wokingham, resulting in two class 117 DMMUs
stabling overnight at Wokingham to work the Sunday service to Guildford.
Engineering works at London Bridge and Cannon Street on numerous Sundays
have resulted in SED suburban services terminating in the CD platforms at
London Bridge. On 16 and 23 July the 15 08 Kingston Loop service was again
worked by a class 73 and Exeter set, in order to turn the carriages after they had
been diverted via Castle Cary on the 10 10 from Exeter. Down fast Hastings
services were diverted via Bat & Ball on 29 July due to engineering work at Petts
Wood. During June and on 6 Aug the 09 58 Sunday train from London Bridge to
Bognor Regis was diverted via Guildford and Havant.
INCIDENTS
15 June: 33013 failed between Berrylands and Surbiton while working the 1700
Waterloo to Exeter.
18 June: Services were disrupted by a cable fire at Tulse Hill during the afternoon
and by the closure of Shepherds Lane signal-box from 1400 to 1930 due to the
booked signalman being ill. Some suburban services ran to Blackfriars, and
main line services terminated at Herne Hill.
22 June: The 1330 freight from Norwood to Temple Mills, hauled by 37033
derailed on the Up Slow line at Streatham Common, blocking both slow lines
and the Streatham spur. Services were diverted via Crystal Palace, and the Up
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Slow line was not reopened until 25 June.

23 June: The line was flooded again at Blackheath.
26 June: The 13 12 freight from Norwood to Acton, hauled by 47 125, derailed in
exactly the same place at Streatham Common as the Temple Mills freight did

four days earlier. The line was cleared by 1700, but further heavy delays were
caused by closure of the Crystal Palace line for 40 minutes after the 1653 from
Beckenham Junction struck and killed a passenger at West Norwood.
28 June: The Waterloo & City line closed early, at 21 20, after a passenger fell
between two coaches between Waterloo and Bank.
30 June: Evening services from Cannon Street were disrupted by a signal failure.
10 July: No morning trains ran on the South London line after engineering works
over-ran. Portsmouth Direct services were disrupted after a tree fell onto the
line during high winds at Petersfield.
14 July: Services were interrupted on the Alton line after a lorry shed its load
of metal containers onto the railway at Farnham, damaging the conductor rail.
15 July: During the evening 73 139 derailed on the Windsor line outside Waterloo signal-box. Up Windsor line trains were diverted via the Up Main Relief
line into platforms 15 and 16.
16 July: '4Veg' 7903 leading the 1840 Brighton to Victoria lost a collector shoe
at Wandsworth Common, delaying following services.
17 July: A freight train derailed during the night at Honor Oak Park, blocking the
Up Slow line. No up local trains ran between Norwood Junction and New Cross
Gate for two days, the only intermediate station with an up service being Forest
Hill, where Caterham trains call at the Up Fast platform. Other local services
were diverted via Crystal Palace and Tulse Hill.
24 July: DTC 76928 of '4Vep' 7887 became derailed on a crossover east of

Ramsgate station. The line was cleared by early evening.
25 July: The 1300 Bournemouth to Waterloo, formed 3013/427/417, terminated
at Brockenhurst after being involved in a fatality.
27 July: The Waterloo & City line was closed during the morning peak due to a
power failure. The 1822 Wimbledon to West Croydon, formed '2EPB ' 5754,
derailed near Wimbledon 'B' signal-box. Services via Mitcham were suspended
for the rest of the day, and 5754 re-railed by 2300.
31 July: Charing Cross services were disrupted during the evening by a guards'
strike at Sevenoaks, a derailment at Gillingham and flooding, yet again, at
Blackheath.

4 Aug: '4Sub' 4753 became derailed in New Cross Gate sidings, damaging
stock berthed on adjoining lines.
TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

An interesting Bulleid '8Sap' working is 0830 Streatham Hill to Holbom
Viaduct, and then a shuttle between Holbom Viaduct and Herne Hill, until the
stock returns empty to Streatham Hill at 1051. Other notable workings under
the new timetable are 1708 from London Bridge to Crystal Palace which is
formed ' 8 V e p ' , and 1118 Horsham to Waterloo and 1406 return which is worked
by a Brighton '4Vep', though a 'Cep' is sometimes substituted.
In order to allow two additional ' 3 D ' units to be taken out of traffic for maintenance purposes a '6S' is rostered to work on the Oxted line thus Mon-Fri from
7 August: 2358 (previous day) Tonbridge to Tunbridge Wells West where the unit
stables overnight, then 0545 ECS to Uckfield, 0627 to London Bridge, 0801 ECS
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to Hurst Green, 0845 to London Bridge, 0942 ECS to New Cross Gate, 1542
ECS to London Bridge, 16 17 to East Grinstead, 1724 to Victoria, 1842 to East
Grinstead, 2006 ECS to Tunbridge Wells West and 2147 to Tonbridge where
units are changed over.
Due to stock shortages the SWD has reduced the length of a number of trains
by four coaches, these being: Up, 0625 from Bournemouth, 0630 from Southampton, 0740 from Basingstoke and 0753 from Farnham; Down 1642 to Bournemouth, 17 14 to Eastleigh, 17 16 to Farnham and 1734 to Basingstoke.
With the new headcodes, the Central Division has no fewer than nine headcodes allocated as "spare": 38,48,49,57,58,59,80,87 and 98.
The 1979/80 timetable will see the introduction of two new cross-country
services from Brighton. There will be two trains daily to/from Manchester
Piccadilly via East Croydon, the West London line, Reading and Coventry.
These will be worked south of Birmingham New Street by class 47/4 locomotives.
A once daily Cardiff service will be worked by class 31/4 locomotives. There
will be further locomotive workings on the Brighton line, in place of '4Cep's
being refurbished. The following are planned to be worked by a class 73 and
eight ex-Eastern Region carriages: 0704 and 0804 Brighton to London Bridge
and 1655 and 1755 London Bridge to Brighton.
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Dover: The new hoverport at the Western Docks opened on 4 July.
Chislet Colliery: The staff halt platforms were closed from 10 June and replaced
by wooden walkways about 30 feet long adjacent to the signal-box.
Battle: The up siding has been lifted, but the down one remains.
London Bridge Signalling Centre: Colour light signals at Hayes and at Sundridge
Park are being changed from red/green aspects to red/yellow. When the line is
clear to the buffers at Hayes or Bromley North a yellow aspect will be shown.

This alteration is the result of a recommendation in the report on the Moorgate
accident. BR AWS is to be commissioned between Elmstead Woods and Bromley
North and Hither Green on 15 Oct, and on to New Cross on 10 Dec.
Blackfriars: Number 1 platform line was taken out of use on or about 18 June.
Victoria: The temporary baggage registration hall for continental travellers, the
wooden structure on the station forecourt, was brought into use on 12 June. The
former baggage hall, the superloos and the Transalpine and Skytrain accommodation are now occupied by builders engaged in refurbishing the station
buildings. The Skytrain booking office has been relocated on the Central side.
During the week commencing 16 July the Central side train departure board was
moved back to the new barrier line, leaving the former platform gates in splendid
isolation in the middle of the enlarged concourse. The extra space was of great
benefit on peak summer Saturdays, but the Eastern side was reduced to chaos
as queues for boat trains, Transalpino and Skytrain spread across the concourse
becoming entangled in each other. By the end of July the Skytrain queue was so
alarmingly long (waiting time 5 days!) that it had to be moved out of the station
onto Ecclestone Bridge, the back end being some considerable distance down
Belgrave Road.
Victoria Re-signalling: New fast to slow crossovers were installed between the
south end of Grosvenor Bridge and Battersea Park during June, and work started
on Balham relay room during the week commencing 19 June. The new Culvert
Road Junction, where the lines from Stewarts Lane diverge to Kensington or to
Clapham Junction (Windsor Line), has been installed, and Longhedge Junction
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BATTERSEA: TRACK LAYOUT
This diagram shows the
Battersea Reversible Line
and associated lines
following the abolition of
Longhedge Junction signal
box on 23 July 1978. For the
sake of clarity, lines passing
overhead on viaducts are

omitted.
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signal-box was abolished on 23 July. The Culvert Road/Longhedge area is under
temporary control from Stewarts Lane box pending the commissioning of the new
signalling centre. The diagram on p149 shows the present layout of the Battersea Reversible Line. It should be noted that this is only complete so far as
Central Division lines are concerned.
East Croydon: Refurbishment work costing £200,000 starts soon. This mainly
involves repainting and re-glazing.
Edenbridge Town: Electric lights have been installed on the down platform,
replacing the old gas lights. The up platform has been electrically lit for some
time. Presumably, this work means that plans to single the line have been
abandoned, or at least postponed for a long time.
Waterloo: A new W.H. Smiths bookshop is under construction on the concourse
opposite the Windsor platforms. The old bookstall has been claimed by the
National Railway Museum, and is to be loaned to the North Norfolk Railway.
A kiosk has recently opened on the local side where one can purchase over
thirty flavours of ice-cream.

Walton-on-Thames: The long disused goods shed has been demolished.
Reading: In order to even out track wear Southern services exchange platforms
every May and September. During the summer Waterloo services use platform
4B and Tonbridge services 4A, and vice-versa during the winter. There are, of
course, twice as many trains to Waterloo as to Tonbridge.
Ash Vale: The crossover was removed on 29/30 July.
Farnham: The station is to be modernised shortly.
Southampton Re-signalling: With High Speed Trains to be introduced on crosscountry services to Southampton and Poole in a few years time, work is to start

soon on extending Eastleigh Signalling Centre's control area to Bournemouth
and Fareham. This will involve the elimination of semaphore signalling in the
Southampton area. Speed limits will be raised at Eastleigh, Northam and
Brockenhurst, and a 15 minute reduction in the journey time from Waterloo to
Bournemouth is envisaged, which must mean 100 mph running. Considerable
work will be necessary, particularly in the Northam area, to increase clearances

to permit the use of Mk 3 stock. Work on raising the speed limit at Eastleigh
started on 18 June, when the connection from the Fareham line to the Up Slow
was removed. Trains from the Fareham line now run via the down platforms
and cross to the up lines at the north end of the station. Work on the new line
for Lymington trains between Brockenhurst and Lymington Junction is now in
hand. All re-signalling and other improvements should be completed in 1982.
Fawley: Fawley signal-box and the 'A' and 'B' ground frames were abolished on
9 July. 'C' ground frame is now called Fawley Ground Frame, and is worked
by telephone for Frost Lane Crossing box. All points are now handworked and
signals that were controlled from the abolished signal-box and ground frames

have themselves been abolished.
Overhead Line Equipment: In addition to the places listed in LR43, wires
remain at Ashford. The overhead equipment has now been removed at Snowdown.
Level Crossings: Folly Road Crossing box was abolished on 30 July, and the

crossing is now supervised by means of CCTV from Folkestone East box. Dibleys
Riverside level crossing, Chartham, is now pedestrian only, and Roundstone
crossing, Angmering, is to be converted to CCTV working. Lyminster crossing

will be similarly treated as part of the Arundel re-signalling.
Station Signs: Green signs have been replaced by black and white ones at:
Chertsey, Elephant & Castle, Hurst Green, Kew Gardens, North Camp, St Helier,
Short lands and Uckfield.
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CORRIGENDA
LR43 p118 '4Veg' 7905 worked through to Brighton on the 0728 from Victoria
on 16 April, and was also in use earlier that day on the 0608 from
Brighton. The 08 18 Brighton to Victoria is booked to be worked by
a Ramsgate-allocated 'ECBC' formation, which works down to
Brighton on the 0550 from Victoria. This set releases a Central
Division train for use on the 0755 Victoria to Newhaven boat train.
CD stock off an up business train could be used when the boat
train left Victoria at 0945 or 0948. Many "Coastway" services have
been '4Vep/2Hap' at busy times for some years.
p119

Trains cannot reverse at Eltham Well Hall. .When short workings
are necessary due to flooding at Blackheath, or otherwise, trains
are reversed at Kidbrooke where there is a trailing crossover at
the down end of the station.

p121

It is proposed to retain the down platform at Sydenham and build a
new up one. West Barnes Lane Crossing box has been abolished.

p123

There are also Southern style black and white station signs at
Burton-on-Trent and Stoke-on-Trent. We are not prepared to
enumerate examples in Ireland or on the Frankfurt U-Bahn!

Southern Statistics
Stations with highest passenger receipts in 1977 were Victoria (£9m+),
Waterloo ( £ 8 m ) , Brighton and East Croydon (each £ 3 m ) and Charing Cross,
Cannon Street, Gatwick Airport, Haywards Heath, Portsmouth Harbour, Southampton and Woking (all £2m+).
1.1m passengers were carried each day,
693,000 through London. Annual passenger miles totalled 5,300m and made up
a third of the total for the whole of British Rail. 5,009 passenger trains were run
daily, giving an annual passenger train mileage of 57m.
This was all achieved by 30,722 members of staff, 213 locomotives, 290
diesel m.u. cars and 4,421 electric m.u. cars. As at March 1978 the Southern
had 565 stations (45 unstaffed), 26 freight depots, 2 marshalling yards, 257
parcels stations, 49 power signal boxes, 263 manual signal boxes, 68 automatic
level crossings, 140 manual level crossings, 7,514 bridges, 129 tunnels, a

route mileage of 1,390 and a track mileage of 3,100. No wonder railway
engineers seem to have a harassed look!
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